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Get Gelsons delivered to your door in as little as one hour. Order from our wide range of carefully
selected produce.
The finest cuts of meat and seafood, as well as our chef-crafted signature and seasonal recipes from
Gelsons kitchen.
Shop our unique collection of the best quality local specialty and organic products and be sure to use
your Gelsons rewards for even more savings.
Place your order today at shop.gelsons.com and get free delivery on your first three orders at
shop.gelsons.com.
Terms and conditions apply.
Add an instant digital camera.
George Lang added this camera in the night from Saturday to Sunday.
So obviously it's a bit of a trap for the Valle Isertel.
Do you want to give a number from 1 to 20?
I'll give you a number from 1 to 20.
I'm going to take the number 7.
The number 7.
He said it in slum.
We're going to call Isabelle Delsa.
If you want to keep her name, she lives in the north, Isabelle.
And it's you who's going to talk to her directly, you introduce her, you explain to her that you're on
RTL.
We record what you say, then we put a little bit of music behind her and we play the song.
The question that needs to be asked is obviously, does she know the content of the Valle Isertel?
Let's go, it sounds to Isabelle Delsa, a vicar, precisely in the north.
Hello.
Hello Isabelle.
Hello.
Hello, it's still sick, we're on RTL, in the big heads.
Do you hear me well?
Yes.
And do you know Isabelle, the question I asked you?
You may know it.
The question is, do you know the mountain of the Valle Isertel, Isabelle?
Yes, I noticed that there were two things.
Oh, there, there, there, be careful, we're listening to you, but it's still sick that you're talking to you.
You're lucky.
Yes, it's not Mr. Ruequier.
No, it's not.
It's too lucky.
There, it was well Ruequier who was talking to you.
Yes.
And it's ridiculous.
We are several in the big heads, you know.
But be careful, because you scared me, you told me there are two things in the Valle Isertel.
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Indeed, there are two things.
In addition to the initial mountain.
Yes.
Ah, yes, in my opinion, I didn't hear what you were saying, you were saying that suddenly.
Yes, as you say, suddenly.
Badly.
But I want to say.
You didn't have the chat to help.
I might have a little clue.
It's not going to be easy to help you.
No, no.
I have no right on you.
No, no.
But does Isabel know the mountain of the Valle Isertel?
Yes, it will change.
Pardon, it was Ariel Dombard.
It will change nothing.
It will change everything.
It will change that it will remind the audience for the next call.
That's true.
So we listen to you.
So 1,100 euros?
Yes, 1,100 euros, that's good Isabel.
So the single Love Box, Marc Lavoine and Seronin.
That's good too.
But during the weekend, George Lang has added something.
Oh, I love it.
George Lang, so it might be a disc.
A disc.
It's not a disc.
But no, it's not a disc.
There's no cream on top of the crepe.
It's very George Lang.
It's very George Lang.
It's good to try.
Isabel, what are we going to do?
Isabel, I promise you.
I'm sure Gros Corbannat will agree with me.
I promise you.
Because the tour goes a little bit everywhere in France.
And surely it will go in the north.
Look at the dates.
Yes, there is Lille, there is Voussel.
There is Saint-Omer.
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We start with Saint-Omer.
Is Jean Rashid ready to offer two places?
Jean Rashid offers all the places you want.
Isabel, if you want, we offer you two places with great pleasure.
With great pleasure.
You will have a choice.
The Zenith of Lille, the 16th of February.
Or the Zenith of Amiens, the 2nd of February.
You are closer.
It's not more than one for me.
Lille.
It's done.
We have two places for you in Lille.
The 16th of February.
It will be full.
Feel free.
Feel free, as if you were privileged.
Isabel, even if you missed the valise,
we will offer you, first of all, a tour of Lille.
And the two places to applaud Gros Corbannat,
in Lille, the 16th of February,
as part of his big tour.
Are you already happy?
Yes, I'm very happy.
And I would like to sign for the valise,
because I'm really happy.
It was an instant digital camera,
instant AQFA photo,
that we had slipped in the valise during the weekend,
plus a printer.
Yes, well, it's not worth doing it wrong.
A connected printer.
You will still continue to listen to us, I hope.
But there is no problem.
I listen to you every day.
Well, it's very, very nice to hug you,
Isabel.
And see you soon on RTL for other games.
And maybe other valise.
I'm going to add.
I'm going to add something again.
A good purchase of 500 euros
at Contoir de la Mer.
There are 70 shops in La Manche à la Côte Atlantique.
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Generally, it's on the sea side, obviously.
Many big brands on the fish,
the news, the fashion.
You will buy on Contoir de la Mer.fr
with your good purchase of 500 euros,
that we also slide in the valise RTL.
Maybe we can also slide
a future album of Grand Cormade.
You agree?
With pleasure.
Well, he's not out yet.
He hasn't arrived at all yet, but...
It would be nice if you could mind the figure
to put it in the valise.
As soon as he's in construction, he's finished.
It's almost the 20th of October.
Yes, no, we'll surely receive them next week.
We offer you that.
Do you want a DVD of my first ADFM?
We haven't yet.
That's all then.
Thank you for 20 hours.
Marc-Antoine Lebray,
it also allows me to sign
that you will also find Marc-Antoine Lebray
in RTL.
Good evening,
in a moment with Julien Célier.
But thank you again,
Grand Cormade.
Thank you very much, Mr. Zardin.
See you tomorrow at 5.30 for more...
Do you like big heads?
Discover now,
the new content
and the big heads bonus
available only on the RTL app.
Download now,
the RTL app.
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